openQA Project - action #91647
coordination # 91646 (Blocked): [saga][epic] SUSE Maintenance QA workflows with fully automated testing, approval and release
coordination # 91467 (Blocked): [epic] Surface openQA failures per squad in a single place

Making option to filter by flavor, test name on /tests/overview more prominent
2021-04-23 13:41 - okurz

Status:

Resolved

Start date:

2021-04-23

Priority:

Low

Due date:

Assignee:

kraih

% Done:

0%

Category:

Feature requests

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

Ready

Difficulty:
Description

Motivation
Filtering by flavor, test name, job group on tests overview page is possible but not configurable in the filter box, could be extended

Acceptance criteria
AC1: Filtering by flavor, test name, job group on /tests/overview is configurable via UI elements or documented how to do that
accessible from that page
AC2: The filter box on /tests/overview is not getting too big :)
Related issues:
Copied to openQA Project - action #95278: Making option to filter by job grou...

New

History
#1 - 2021-04-23 13:41 - okurz
- Tracker changed from coordination to action
#2 - 2021-04-23 14:06 - okurz
- Subject changed from Making option to filter by flavor on /tests/overview more prominent to Making option to filter by flavor, test name, job group on
/tests/overview more prominent
- Description updated
#3 - 2021-04-28 17:25 - okurz
- Parent task changed from #91467 to #91914
#4 - 2021-05-21 15:36 - okurz
- Target version changed from future to Ready
#5 - 2021-06-24 12:37 - kraih
- Assignee set to kraih
I've not worked in this part of the code yet, should be interesting.
#6 - 2021-06-29 15:33 - kraih
- Status changed from Workable to In Progress
#7 - 2021-07-01 16:42 - kraih
I ran into a performance issue where empty flavor values in the form would sometimes result in all jobs getting listed. So i'll have to add validation
#94901 before the filter form can be updated.
#8 - 2021-07-01 16:44 - kraih
Cris and Tina are working on the same code atm., just slightly different areas, so we'll have to coordinate a bit.
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#9 - 2021-07-01 18:34 - okurz
ok, good to coordinate with Cris. Tina is working on /tests within #94937 so not the same as the "filter box" within /tests/overview but as the
"complex_query" is used in both cases there is a potential overlap. As both issues by you and Tina are not time-critical you can also serialize the
work, e.g. first have one issue solved, then continue with the other, to not step on each other's toes or introduce code conflicts needing annoying code
conflict resolution.
#10 - 2021-07-05 14:19 - kraih
Opened a PR with flavor and test options. Not sure how to display job groups in the form without it looking messy though. Tried a few things, but
nothing worked well enough. https://github.com/os-autoinst/openQA/pull/4005
#11 - 2021-07-07 13:43 - kraih
PR has been merged, so the ticket is partially resolved.
#12 - 2021-07-09 09:34 - okurz
- Copied to action #95278: Making option to filter by job group(s) on /tests/overview more prominent added
#13 - 2021-07-09 09:35 - okurz
- Subject changed from Making option to filter by flavor, test name, job group on /tests/overview more prominent to Making option to filter by flavor, test
name on /tests/overview more prominent
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
as discussed in weekly the part about "flavor and test name" is good and done. For job group we want to look into a suitable solution together later
hence split out
#14 - 2021-07-19 12:15 - okurz
- Parent task changed from #91914 to #91467
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